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NEW QUESTION: 1
In the DiffServ model, which class represents the lowest
priority with the highest drop probability?
A. AF41
B. AF43
C. AF11
D. AF13
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Section: (none)
Explanation/Reference:
Table 1. DiffServ AF Codepoint Table
DROP Precedence | Class #1 | Class #2 | Class #3 | Class #4
--------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|-----------------|-------------------- Low Drop
Precedence | AF11 | AF21 | AF31 | AF41

--------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|-----------------|-------------------- Medium Drop
Precedence | AF12 | AF22 | AF32 | AF42
--------------------------------------|----------------|----------------|-----------------|-------------------- High Drop
Precedence | AF13 | AF23 | AF33 | AF43 Reference:
http://goo.gl/NCWua

NEW QUESTION: 2
A Dell EMC SC Series customer has purchased the Storage
Optimization bundle and wants to ensure that Data Progression
works efficiently. Which snapshot schedule conforms to best
practice when using Data Progression?
A. Daily snapshot with an expiration of at least 25 hours
B. Weekly snapshot with an expiration of at least 8 days
C. Daily snapshot with an expiration of exactly 24 hours
D. Weekly snapshot with an expiration of exactly 7 days
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
When an Apache server is configured to provide 10 spare server
processes, which kind of website would it typically serve?
A. A one-user volume website
B. A high volume web site
C. A website for no more than 10 users
D. A low-to-moderate volume website
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Your application contains a bounded task flow with four pages.
The pages are all based on different application modules and
the task flow has the transaction property set to "Always Begin
New Transaction and a commit operation is defined as the return
activity. The user makes some changes on each of the pages but
a commit failure occurs on the bindings in the third page.
Which of these scenarios describes the outcome of this
situation?
A. The changes on the first two pages are committed; the
changes on the last two pages are not committed.
B. It depends on the value that has been set in the Transaction
property on each application module.
C. Pages one and two and four are committed; page three is not
committed.
D. None of the changes on any of the pages is committed all are
rolled back.
Answer: A
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